
Stock Market is  not gambling  if done
cautiously and statistically. Myth debunked

inside. READ MORE

The stock market is more than
mere chances.
Read more to learn more about why the share bazaar

is likely not going to make you broke.

Read more to get your bi-monthly dose of finance

in a digestable manner.

Facts and cartoons that will
blow your mind.

Read more to learn about topics such as the

stock market, risks, & the do's & dont's. 

The Indian stock market and
it's basics explained



The stock market is also called the Share
Market or share bazaar. It is the market
where buyers and sellers of shares meet. In
this, buyers invest in some part of the
company for some value, by purchasing its
shares. As the company grows, then the buyer
investment in the form of shares will also
grow in value. 

You might be wondering whether you
will be exposed to risk or not? Well,
there is a risk factor that is always
associated when an investor does an
investment in shares. This is because
prices of shares fluctuate every minute.
They can go up and down as well, thus
always think & research before
investing in share market. However,
there is an old saying “more risk you
take, more return you get”.

A BULL is a person who believes that the prices
of stocks will rise. Thus, a bull purchases a stock
in hopes of reselling it at high prices later. A
market is said to be BULLISH when the prices are
generally showing an increasing trend.

A BEAR is a person who
believes that the prices of
stocks will fall. Thus, a bear
sells a stock in hopes of re-
purchasing it later when the
prices fall. A market is said

to be BEARISH when the
stock prices are generally
showing decreasing trend.

 

INTERESTING

The most expensive stock in

India is MRF ltd worth INR

74876.60 per share as on 21

May’22.

FACT
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1.  Indian companies such as
Tata Consultancy Services,
Reliance Industries Ltd, and
HDFC are the companiesthat have marketcapitalization higher thanthe combined marketcapitalization of theKarachi Stock Exchange.

DID YOU
KNOW

BSE stands for Bombay Stock Exchange. It is the
largest and the first stock exchange in India based
in Mumbai. The SENSEX is the benchmark index of
the BSE that consists of 30 financially sound and

well-established companies that belong to 12
different sectors.

 Gather proper knowledge before

starting investing.

1.

2. Research about the stock before

investing

3. Invest only the surplus money

2. Never Invest blindly based on

free tips or recommendations.

3. Never Invest the money you

need in near future.

 Never take investing as gambling1.

NSE stands for the National Stock
Exchange of India. It is the major
stock exchange of India, located in
Mumbai. The NIFTY is the criterion of
the NSE that consists of the 50
companies that are financially strong
and well established. Nifty is
considered as the market barometer.

Did You Know ?
BOMBAY STOCK EXCHANGE is
the oldest stock exchange in Asia. It is
144 years old. 



Yesterday I was involved in a typical middle-class
drawing-room discussion with my relatives. Since
the discussion was about finances, I shared how I
have started learning and investing in the stock
market. Not to my surprise, I received the same
stagnant reply from them. They started telling
stories about how they have seen people lose their
entire wealth in the stock market. And said-
"Investing in the stock market is like gambling at a
casino in Las Vegas". Let us try to understand the
reason behind this negative perception? True,
investing and gambling both are games of risk and
choice. But there are some vital differences
between the two. Gambling is generally short-lived
and we get instant outcomes, while we can stay
invested in stock market for lifetime and withdraw
our investment if something wrong occurs.
Information w.r.t. earnings, balance sheets,
performance and cash flow are readily circulated by
all the companies listed in the market. Hence, 

THE MARKET IS MORE THAN 
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investors can use this information to research
about the stock before investing. If the investor
doesn’t have the time to do his own due
diligence, he can invest in products like mutual
funds and smallcases (theme-based funds)
which are managed by financial experts. Lastly,
historical data suggests that the stock market
generate hefty returns when invested sensibly,
regularly, and for a long term. Hence, even after
hearing those stories and misconceptions of my
relatives, I am very optimistic that the stock
market offers vital investment opportunities to
the citizens along with giving boost to the
country’s economy.
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